Connect Students and Teachers to Productive Learning

Education, reimagined: Teachers empowered to inspire students. Students immersed in personalized learning environments that improve academic outcomes. Parents engaged in supporting student progress. That’s what can happen when you innovatively integrate technology into K–12 education.

IN THE CLASSROOM

Highly portable and durable Chromebooks, tablets and notebooks that put customized learning at students’ fingertips anywhere and anytime. Mobile carts that can securely store and charge up to three dozen devices, ensuring they’re always ready for classroom action. Lightweight, compact projectors that turn nearly any surface into an interactive display, making it super–easy to enhance lessons or collaborate with peers. A supportive learning environment also needs the right furniture, including desk options that easily convert regular desks into healthier standing ones, while still offering plenty of space for computers and accessories. This isn’t a glimpse into the future. This is the present backdrop for learning environments everywhere.

ACROSS THE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Robust and secure Wi–Fi is a must–have for the connectivity that promotes creativity, critical thinking and collaboration districtwide. Wireless routers, access points and managed network solutions deliver reliable, on-demand access to devices and apps throughout buildings, from classrooms to common spaces. A dependable wireless network also fosters stronger communication between teachers, administrators, parents and students.

IN THE CLOUD

Taking advantage of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) reduces costs and stretches available resources, while supporting accessibility and connectivity for a fast–expanding volume of devices and data. Cloud–based apps and software allow fast, easy, everywhere access by students and teachers, promoting productive collaboration, meaningful learning and real–time assessment.

Empower your students, teachers, administrators and parents to explore and build opportunities for improving academic outcomes. From selecting the right mobile devices to ensuring seamless connectivity and accessibility, CDW can help you orchestrate highly effective personalized learning environments.

Learn how you can inspire and excite your students with technology. Contact your account manager at 800.808.4239 or visit CDWG.com/k12.